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Editorial 
This special issue of the journal contains a selection of papers presented uring 
RTA-93, the 5th International Conference on Rewriting Techniques and Applications 
held on 16-18 June 1993, in Montreal, Canada. 
RTA is a major forum covering since 1985 topics on term rewriting; termination; 
graph rewriting; constraint solving; semantic unification, disunification and combina- 
tion; higher-order logics, theorem proving, concurrent heorem proving, theorem 
proving with constraints, and completion. 
This special issue brings together papers about constraint solving, term orderings, 
theorem proving with constraints and the reducibility relation in 2-calculus. 
Redundancy criteria for constrained completion by Christopher Lynch and Wayne 
Snyder, presents new useful results on deduction using constraints containing equa- 
tions, disequations and irreducibility requirements. 
Natural termination by Nachum Dershowitz and Charles Hoot, gives a new way for 
defining orderings on terms by introducing the general path ordering. 
A total AC-compatible orderin9 based on RPO by Albert Rubio and Robert 
Nieuwenhuis, defines anew ordering on terms in presence of associative-commutative 
operators, which is extremely useful in theorem provers with built-in AC properties. 
Combination techniques and decision problems for disunißcation by Franz Baader 
and Klaus Schulz, shows how to decide solvability of disunification problems in 
a combination of equational theories. 
Some undecidable termination problems for semi-Thue systems by Géraud Sénizer- 
gues, tackles very thin results on termination of semi-Thue systems, in particular 
showing that there exists a ten-rules emi-Thue system the termination problem of 
which is undecidable. 
Paths, computations and labels in the 2-calculus by Andrea Asperti and Cosimo 
Laneve, provides an enlighting characterization f Levy's redex families, which greatly 
contributes to the understanding of sharing in the 2-calculus. 
Provin9 properties of typed 2-terms usin9 realizability, covers, and sheaves by Jean 
Gallier, was presented as an invited paper at the conference and proposes an original 
approach for studying reducibility and realizability in simply typed as weil as second- 
order 2-calculus. 
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I sincerely thank all referees who participated in the selection and the improvement 
of the papers. This volume shows the liveness of RTA's research area and I hope that 
the rewriting community in the large will enjoy reading this issue. 
CLAUDE KIRCHNER 
Guest Editor 
